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Armour Guard
High level Stab, Spike and Handgun Ballistic Protection for RHIB Tubes

Park It Here Products Ltd is pleased to announce the launch of a unique 
product that offers high levels of protection for RHIB tubes for special

 operations such as Pirate Interdiction and boarding operations.
Armour Guard is a soft armour system has been designed to offer clients a 
retro-fit-able protection system that can be added or removed to a RHIB 

tube, as and when required for special operations where a threat to tubes is 
likely. 

AArmour Guard is very lightweight, not affected by water ingress and will
 protect the boat tubes to the highest levels of stab, spike and hand gun 

standards.

Armour Guard comes with an anti slip tread pattern to assist in boarding 
operations and is designed to have a tight fit to the tubes like a second 

skin, as it has excellent flexibility and a very slim profile. 

Fitment is made easy with heavy duty Q-snap fixings or more permanent 
locking nuts to both the hull and deck. This means it can be fitted, to suit 

operational requirements, and removed when not required for normal 
operations.operations.

The armour is secured inside a sandwich of very durable Polyurethane 
materials which have exceptionally high abrasion resistance. The armour is 
encapsulated via HF welding and sealed to fit the required radius of each 

boat tube. 



Armour Guard can also be manufactured to accommodate the various
 fittings normally found on RHIB tubes such as hand rails, lifelines and 

stowage pouches etc. 

The Armour Guard system provides an unrivalled level of protection to RHIB 
tubes, thereby avoiding tube damage that results in vessels being taken out 

of service and extending service life.  

AdditionallAdditionally, logo’s, identification labels and branding can be easily 
added to the Armour Guard. 

Prices depend upon coverage of Armour and complexity of patterns, taking 
into account tube fittings.

Standards
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